Super Bugs continued.

of 95° F using our mineral insulated
he�ting cables."
Factors such as wind, soil density,
moisture content, and outside air
temperature were the unknown
variables affecting the design of the
heating system. "We knew it would
take much more heat to reach the
required tem"perature than it would to
actually maintain it," Duszynski said.
What he eventually discovered was
that dry, compact soil requires a
thermal conductivity of 35 btu's per
cubic foot to raise soil temperature
1 °F in one hour. Duszynski used that
information to
determine watt
age values for
achieving and
then maintaining
the desired 95° F
maintenance
temperature. To
prevent the soil
from overheating,
Delta-Therm also
supplied high
limit, line-sensing
thermostats for
the project.

condulet, allowing a ground wire to
run from each cable to a grounded
junction box.
Engineering challenges weren't the
end of the story, though. Delta
Therm, for its part, still had to
manufacture and deliver an incred
ible amount of fully terminated

"Solar drying system helps
remove moisture in soil..."
mineral insulated heating cable
more than twenty-three miles
worth-for a total of 467 individual
cable systems. According to shop
technician, Steve
Rohde, it takes
approximately
two days to
properly termi
nate and test one
mineral insulated
cable system. By
carefully planning
the work load,
(
however, Delta
Therm's shop
was able to
complete and
ship the order
within six weeks,
right in line with
Foster Wheeler's
schedule.

With the heating
cable design
behind them,
Delta-Therm
Workers laying out mineral insulated cable.
Unfortunately,
faced another
Foster Wheeler's schedule was
challenge-how to provide a ground
sidetracked by the worst rains and
path for the cable. Ordinarily this is
flooding Italy has seen in the last
not a problem because their mineral
100 years. The rain saturated the
insulated cable designs use a ¾"
soil so thoroughly that it became
metal t-condulet to house and
unworkable. So, during a six-month
protect the ends of the cable. The
period , from November 1994 to April
cold leads of the cable are usually
1995, Foster Wheeler designed and
run through metal conduit which is
operated a solar heating system to
attached to the condulet, and then
speed along the soil-drying process.
on into a grounded junction box to
provide an overall system ground.
The project is now back on track and
On this project, however, the condu
let was attached to PVC, which
provided no ground path. To sur
mount this problem, Delta-Therm
designed a special grounding lug
which attached to the inside of the

scheduled for completion this year.
Then, after the super bugs gorge on
oil for eighteen months, the soil will
be reintroduced to the farmlands
and the rich legacy of rice farming ,
Trecate can continue. .&

